
The March Networks Banking 
Solution introduces a 
comprehensive and completely 
re-designed suite of products, 
specifically designed to 
meet the needs of financial 
institutions and credit unions of 
all sizes. March Networks has 
raised the bar when it comes 
to detecting fraud, improving 
branch operations, and 
protecting banks. 

March Networks is the #1 supplier of video surveillance 
solutions in the Americas. Here’s why over 450 of the 
world’s banks and credit unions have chosen our solutions 
to protect their assets and improve their operations…

 March Networks never leaves a customer behind. Our products are 
backwards compatible and support a cost-effective migration strategy.

 We offer the most powerful, reliable, feature-rich hybrid NVR in the 
industry, with a variety of models to fit your camera requirements — from 
32 channels to 4 channels (the 4-channel model fits easily into an ATM).

 Seamlessly migrate from 100% analog to 100% IP at your own pace.

 There’s no platform out there that has faster search and retrieve 
capabilities. Identify and find incidents without even having to watch  
video, and review video from any recorder at any time (no need to  
download video to your PC first in order to watch it).

 Real-time Enterprise Health Management ensures you are up and 
running at all times (no “scheduled polling”). You’ll be notified about  
system issues within seconds.

 Most extensive video intelligence suite, with Searchlight™ for  
Banking, reduces fraud and improves operational efficiency.

 Centralized Management lets you manage thousands of recorders  
from a single desktop; no other NVR manufacturer can scale to our size 
when it comes to managing thousands of recorders from one location.

 Our unique Central Data Integration guarantees transaction data 
always resides behind secure firewalls in your corporate data center, in an 
environment compliant with your own data and network operating policies.

 See noticeably sharper images from your legacy analog cameras without 
impacting video storage resources.

THE MARCH NETWORKS ADVANTAGE

FOR BANKS

The most powerful, comprehensive, measurable banking 
solution available.

93% FASTER
We enable financial organizations 
to detect ATM fraud 93% faster 
than our competitors.

Contact a March Networks certified provider in your region today to learn 

why more than 26,000 bank branches are secured with our advanced video 

monitoring solutions. www.marchnetworks.com
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